We tackle the issue of measuring and analyzing the visitors' dynamics in crowded museums. We propose an IoT-based system -supported by artificial intelligence models -to reconstruct the visitors' trajectories throughout the museum spaces. Thanks to this tool, we are able to gather wide ensembles of visitors' trajectories, allowing useful insights for the facility management and the preservation of the art pieces. Our contribution comes with one successful use case: the Galleria Borghese in Rome, Italy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visitors' flow management is a central issue for worldleading museums. Museum managers are constantly challenged by the need of maximizing the number of visitors while ensuring individual safety and comfort, and preserving inestimable collections [1, 2] . Measuring and understanding the visitors' behavior is crucial to tackle this challenge. Yet, this involves highly complex issues: continuous and reliable data acquisition, complexity reduction, modelling physical and psychological aspects of crowd motion.
In this paper we present an innovative, IoT-based system for measuring and understanding the visitors' dynamics. The system is inexpensive and non-invasive, as it is based on small beacons given individually to visitors at the entrance. The system enables accurate room-scale tracking of the visitors, close to real-time.
II. CASE STUDY: GALLERIA BORGHESE
The world-renowned Galleria Borghese in Rome, Italy, provided the environment for the development and test of our system. The museum is divided in two floors connected by a staircase and has 21 rooms. While being relatively small in size, the museum receives more than 500,000 visitors per year. To deal with the visitor flows and cope with the many historical, artistic and architectural constraints, the museum established a crowd management strategy based on scheduling entrance and exit times. Currently, the visits are organized as follows: tickets must be booked in advance and give access to the museum for a two-hour time slot. A small percentage of tickets, called "last minute", are instead sold 30 minutes after the beginning of a slot. At the end of each time slot, people are invited to leave, and the museum empties completely. Visits are not organized, in the sense that no obligatory exhibition path or predetermined sequence of rooms exist. This is done on purpose and it is useful to satisfy the different capacity limits of the floors. The circular structure of the building, moreover, makes visits nonlinear: visitors return multiple times to the same room, either to reach the stairs or to admire artworks missed during the first visit of a room.
The data presented in this paper come from a measurement campaign lasted multiple days in the period Jul-Sept 2019, which allowed the collection of about 900 visitors' trajectories, labelled manually in three sets of visiting experience: trajectories of visitors following a human guide (Guide trajectories), trajectories of visitors supported by an audio guide (Audioguide trajectories) and all the others (Normal trajectories).
III. IOT VISITORS TRACKING SYSTEM
We track anonymously visitors by means of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) radio beacons that are individually provided at the entrance and returned at the end of the visit (for a similar approach, see, e.g. [3] ). Each beacon periodically broadcasts its identity. In every room, we deployed one or more receiving units, with minimum computing and data transmission capabilities (built with Raspberry Pi 3B+, in short RPi). Due to technical hindrances, we were forced to consider a simplified planimetry that divided the first floor into 8 rooms (covered by 10 RPis) while aggregating the second floor in a unique room (covered by 4 RPis). Therefore we identify 10 rooms (by also considering the chance of being outside the museum) with 14 receivers. The RPis capture the beacon identities and re-transmit them through a local network to a central server, along with the Received Signal Strength indicator (RSSi) and the timestamp of the event. By processing the data transmitted by all receiving units, the server estimates individual trajectories. In the next subsections we detail this reconstruction process.
A. Trajectories Reconstruction
The central server rebuilds the sequence of rooms of each visitors from the RSSi data. This data are generally highly noisy due, e.g., to electromagnetic disturbances, uneven sampling rate, possible ambiguities in the readings from different rooms and limited network speed. As a first processing, we operate a preliminary data de-noising, by resampling over m bins of time lenght ∆t = 10 seconds.
If n is the number of RPi stations, we therefore obtain a n × m matrix R where each row represents the data gathered by an RPi and each column represents a time bin.
We now present three different approaches that we have developed in order to estimate the trajectories from R.
ArgMax-based trajectory reconstruction
We evaluate, for each beacon and each time bin, the room in which the RSSi is the strongest. The maximum of the arguments, from which ArgMax (AM) name comes from, thus consists in evaluating the maximum by columns of R.
This approach lays the basis for the comparisons we are going to make with two additional methods we now introduce. First, we enhance the AM method via two preliminary data refinement procedures that raise the accuracy of the result, as follows:
i. Moving average: we select an "history" range (δ − , δ + ) in order to smooth the data from the measurement errors, and we apply a moving average to obtainR, defined as follows:
This enhances the strong relation between time and location by lowering data fluctuations. A two-minute window ((δ − , δ + ) = (6, 6)) proved to be the best compromise maintaining a satisfactory accuracy.
ii. Normalization: we normalize the data by row (i.e. by room in order to reduce the high variance of RSSi values and strongly penalize the rooms where the signal was not detected, buildingR:
where µ i is the average by row and σ i is the standard deviation.
The maximum by columns ofR gives us better results, see
We will refer to this approach as Mobile Average (MA) method.
Machine Learning-based trajectory reconstruction
Neural Networks (NNs) and Deep NNs have been widely used in many modern problems [4] . One of their best efforts is the ability to "learn" to solve a task like a human being would. However, the problem of massive labelled data gathering needed for a correct effort is the main limit of this approach.
In particular a NN is built over a few parameters: a number of layers L and a number of units s (l) per layer l. In our case the choice of these numbers was driven by the small number of labeled data we gathered (L = 3) and by the room-scaled resolution we choose to achieve (s (3) = 10).
In order to limit the data needed for the network training, we combined different approaches:
i. Threshold System: we firstly filter and clean the noisy data gathered from the beacons not yet entered inside the museum (randomly detected by any of the RPi station).
ii. Neural Network: the main procedure performs the analysis of the position one bin at a time. By tracing the moving average approach described above, we evaluate the data of the current bin by considering the preceding δ − = 6 bins and the successive δ + = 6 bins: This forces the choice of s (1) to n · (1 + δ − + δ + ) = 14 · 13 = 182. This way the NN is able to learn approximately the most common transitions and the standard undesired fluctuations. The output of the NN is therefore a 10-element vector p (t) per bin t where the i-th value is the probability of a beacon to be at location i.
iii. Adiacency filter: in order to determine the position of a beacon, a further step is made over p by considering where the beacon comes from and where it moves to. The structure of the museum itself (i.e. the connections between rooms) is here used to penalize the probabilities related to unfeasible transitions between locations that are not phisically connected.
B. Comparing the Approaches
To compare methods (AM, MA and NN), we employ the accuracy measure, i.e. the ratio between the correct predictions and the total number of samples analyzed.
For what concerns AM, we have evaluated the accuracy over a sample of 1500 labelled bins, obtaining a result of 0.547, enhanced to a value of 0.734 with the MA method.
On the other hand, we have trained the NN with a 1e−4batch gradient descent over 5500 labelled bins (20000 iterations from random generated weights) and we have tested its efficiency over a disjoint Test Set made of 1000 data, achieving an accuracy of 0.858.
Besides this accuracy measure, looking at single trajectories we observed that the MA approach is more efficient in catching the transition between rooms, while NN is more precise in evaluating the Time of Permanence inside each room, see Figure 3 .
Lastly, Figure 4 and Table 1 offer a comparison between the total Time of Visit measured via the three methods we have presented. IV. TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS Our sample set consists in 900 trajectories: 57 for audioguide, 24 for guide and 819 for normal visit. We excluded from our initial dataset visits which last less than 25 minutes and more than 125 minutes, this anomalies being probably caused by beacons malfunctioning or not returned. Once a consistent set of suitable trajectories is available, several statistical tools can be applied to obtain information about the visitors' flow. For example, trajectories can be used to understand the spontaneous tendencies of the crowd flowing inside the museum. With an accurate screening it is possible to figure out if some area of the museum is less visited or even less appreciated by visitors than others. This could point out where improvements may have a higher impact on the visitors' experience.
We now present three quantities of interest we have determined as key points in order to understand how people behave in the museum. Note that the second one, the Clockwisety, is specifically conceived for the Galleria Borghese, due to its particular structure, while the others are general tools which could be used in any environment.
A. Time of Permanence
Different rooms have likely different permanence time. This is an expected trend since visitors spent more time in rooms which houses famous paintings. This factor can lead to overcrowding problems which not only make the experience less pleasant for visitors but also, and more importantly, expose masterpieces to risky conditions such those caused by human transpiration and respiration. Our analysis gives a useful tool to identify this kind of rooms, to appraise the mean overcrowding, and, consequently, setting the best working conditions of the air conditioning system, the entry rate of visitors, and the pieces of art positions.
From Figure 5 we can see that Guided tours spend more time in rooms hosting renowned masterpieces like Caravaggio's paintings and Bernini's Ratto di Proserpina; those who are audio-guide equipped, spend, on average, more time in Pinacoteca and Portico, since many more artworks are included in the audio tour from this rooms.
In addition, from Table 1 , we can see that guided tours present longer time of visit as well as a smaller variance. This trend is coherent with the fact that usually tours follow similar patterns and have approximately the same length.
B. Clockwisety
The floor plan of Galleria Borghese suggests us a quantity to measure: since the first floor of the museum can be considered as a closed cycle with two antipodal access points (the Portico and Ratto di Proserpina's room), we measure the "clockwisety" of a trajectory. We assigned to each trajectory a score based on how many doors it goes through counterclockwise (+1) and how many are crossed clockwise (−1). For example, a visitor who performs a complete counterclockwise tour from the Portico and back, and then goes clockwise to the Pinacoteca. Since s/he goes through 8 doors counterclockwise and 4 doors clockwise, his/her clockwisety will be equal to 4. Note that ±8 is the score of a single complete tour of the first floor. Figure 6 shows the clockwisety distribution for all trajectories for the three visitors experiences. We can observe that Audioguide trajectories, more than others, are efficient visits with a single counterclockwise round. On the other hand, a major degree of uniformity on the clockwisety distribution amongst the guide trajectories can be legitimated by a search of less crowded visit paths.
C. Categorization and Clustering
Beside the elementary tools we have described, more sophisticated tools can be applied in order to obtain trajectories' categorization and clustering. To this aim, the main ingredient we need is a suitable notion of distance between trajectories, that is a metric which allows us to quantify how much close or far two trajectories are from each other.
In order to define it, we were inspired by an advanced and powerful tool from the optimal transport theory, namely the Wasserstein distance: often referred as earth mover's distance, it is usually used to quantify the distance between two density functions. Roughly speak- ing, in our case the idea is to quantify how much it costs to transform one trajectory -bin by bin -to the other, until they overlap.
The building block is the definition of a cost function to weight the distances between each couple of rooms (r i , r j ) via a function w(r i , r j ) → C + , with w(r i , r j ) = 0 ⇐⇒ i = j. To build such a weight function we fixed, for the rooms inside the museum, a weight of 1 between connected rooms and then we added a weight of 2 for each room a visitor has to pass through to reach the other room following the shortest path inside the museum; the only connections that break this rule are the ones with the Pinacoteca, which are weighted 15 plus the cost for reaching the stairs (in Ratto di Proserpina). For the connection with the outside of the museum we fixed a weight of 10i. The imaginary part is used in order to preserve the difference between two trajectories that are both inside the museum or not; the factor 10 beside the imaginary part, is chosen in order to balance the two values if combined with the euclidean norm, as we did in the rest of this paper.
The last step is to integrate in time the distance between the rooms occupied by the two visitors, thus obtaining the metric d defined as
where X and Y are the two trajectories (i.e. sequences of rooms), t spans over the time bins, and X (t) , Y (t) are the rooms occupied by the two visitors at time bin t, respectively. This metric can be used in many ways, combining the real and imaginary part with different weights in order to catch different features. Metric d can be used to find the most and least common visit path. To do so, we first compute all the mutual distances between all the trajectories in the dataset, getting a 900 × 900 symmetric matrix. The histogram of its entries is shown in Figure 7 . Evaluating the most common interval (i.e. the interval mode) of distances from each trajectory to each other and taking the infimum (resp., supremum) leads to the most (resp. least) common trajectory. The results of this computation are shown in Figures 8-9 .
Moreover, the mutual distances can be also used to quickly identify the trajectories belonging to people moving together (in group), even without knowing a priori that such a persons belong to a group. In fact the metric d de- Fig. 10 . Trajectory of two members of the same family visiting together the museum with a distance, according to (3) of 90.3. As it could be seen, beacon 117 is leading the visit as the transitions of its trajectory occur earlier than those of the beacon 118. Figure 10 , where two trajectories have been detected to be of two members of the same family (with mutual distance of 90.3). Figure 11 shows, instead, three independent trajectories whose mutual distance is higher than 1500.
This statistical analysis can be also used for the automatic detection of guided tours extraneous to the organization of the museum.
V. FUTURE WORK The research tools introduced above can be used for many future goals. The analysis of the trajectories can be used to evaluate the transition matrix which define the probability P X i,j to switch from room i to room j assuming a visit X has occurred. The knowledge of this matrix is fundamental to understand how people behave in the museum and, from a statistical point of view, allows us to define a Markov chain with memory through which we can model the crowd flowing and the visitors' movements.
Once the transition probability from one room to another has been extracted (also taking into account the history of the visit, i.e. which rooms are already visited and for how long), it is possible to build a previsional model, a sort of digital twin of the museum, to simulate the occupancy rate of the rooms. More precisely, giving in input the number of visitors, their entry time and the entrance employed (if more than one), the simulator can forecast the trajectory of each visitor, also considering the impact of the interaction between all of them (e.g., what happens if a visitor desires to enter a room very or totally congested), cfr. [5] . A simulator can therefore be developed in order to study the impact of changes to the museum management, like, e.g., suggested visit path, entry conditions, maximum number of visitors allowed, time limits, closure of some rooms and many others.
Last but not least, visitors' trajectories can be put in relationship with environmental parameters such as CO 2 , temperature and humidity. This allows to assist intelligent air conditioning system to preserve desired values in each room, taking into account the presence of visitors.
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